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An aviation action/adventure novel about a woman 747 captain and her crew of a cargo flight over

the Arctic. When unusual circumstances force an emergency landing in an uninhabited area of

Northern Canada, they must use their own skills to survive and find a way home.
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This novel is very entertaining and well written. The plot is very realistic and it builds little by little into

an adventure which will keep you up all night reading every page.A very imaginative story with

enough suspense to catch your attention. The author knows her subject and she is able to take you

on a fantastic journey to places most of us don't even know exist.Would love to read more by this

author.

Wow! Give me a strong female leader any day and keep Scarlett O'Hara for a bygone era.

Four pilots so seemingly unconcerned about their predicament. They've made an emergency

landing in a remote Arctic airport that has been abandoned long ago, and they went off course



without any communications to boot. With a blizzard pounding their stuck plane, they find shelter in

the abandoned buildings (along with the two search and rescue dogs they were transporting) but

there is nothing to make you feel that their survival is in question, that they are concerned about

being rescued, or anything to make me want to turn the page.I read nothing but a

action/adventure/suspense/thrillers and seek out winter and remote location settings. This had all

the potential...until I started to read it. I debated because of the $9.99 price but it would have been

worth it if it was a good book. It wasn't. I fear the author may only see pay,met from me after this

review.On the bright side, it gives me great hope that the 2 action/adventure books I have written

can be published and sold (hopefuly with greater success than this one) on ..My first review

because, while other books I've read have been mediocre, this one was just an incredible (and

expensive) disappointment..

Good read, surprising twists and suspense (will they find somewhere to land?). The dynamics of the

crew were also interesting with a female leader.

Polar Three is an original aviation adventure story.The writer definitely knows her subject.

Outstanding!Anyone who loves flying should enjoy. I vote for it being made into a movie. No

obscene language--you can order it for your teen.
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